
Gamelancer Media Welcomes New CFO
Fractional CFO to transition duties & continue in advisory role

TORONTO, Jan. 12, 2023 /CNW/ - Gamelancer Media Corp. (CSE: GMNG) (OTCQB: GAMGF)
(FRA:P93) ("Gamelancer " or the "Company") a media & entertainment company producing short-
form video content for brands, is pleased to welcome Pooja Sharma to the team as the Company's
new full-time Chief Financial Officer. Gamelancer Media's previous Fractional CFO, Steve Brooks,
will transition the CFO duties and will continue with the Company in an advisory role to the Chairman
and CEO. Gamelancer Media has experienced extensive and rapid growth over the past year and
expects to experience continued team growth throughout 2023, requiring the need for a full-time
Chief Financial Officer.

Pooja Sharma, Gamelancer's new CFO (CNW Group/Gamelancer Media Corp.)

Sharma is a Chartered Professional Accountant (CPA) who brings nearly a decade of experience as
an executive in a wide range of finance and business functions within various industries, including
Financial Controller and Director of Finance. Most recently serving as Director of Finance and HR at
Ukko Agro Inc, a SaaS company. Sharma began her career at Muir Tapes & Adhesives, where she
spent more than 7 years in a variety of roles of increasing responsibility. Along with maximizing
profitability, operational efficiencies, and enterprise value, she specializes in executing overall
financial strategy, building strong financial foundations for scalability, and driving profitable growth.
Sharma also has extensive board and executive committee experience.

Sharma states, "I am very excited to join Gamelancer Media. It has a unique value proposition and a
strong foundation upon which the Company can grow and execute its strategy of monetizing the
largest gaming community through short-form video content creation and broadcasting. I see
tremendous opportunity for value creation, as we build upon Gamelancers' strong financial and
operational foundation, while developing capabilities that further strengthen the company's
competitive advantage."

Gamelancer Media has experienced extensive and rapid growth since its inception as
Wondr Gaming in 2019 and beginning with the acquisition of JoyBox Media in 2021. In April of
2022, the full-service Media company acquired Gamelancer, rebranded as Gamelancer Media
Corp. Over the course of 2022, the Company has gained noteworthy brand partnerships, increased
its owned and operated 27 channel social media network by nearly 1.8 million per month to just over
36 million total followers and subscribers to date, and added several key roles and team-members.
The Company expects to experience continued growth over the coming year in all Areas.

https://mma.prnewswire.com/media/1982023/Gamelancer_Media_Corp__Gamelancer_Media_Welcomes_New_CFO.html
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"We are delighted to welcome Pooja to the team as our new CFO. She will be instrumental in
the growth of the company, and we look forward to her valuable contributions in financial
strategy, creating efficiencies, and maximizing profitability," says Jon Dwyer Chairman & CEO, "We
are very pleased that Mr. Brooks will act as the Company's Audit Advisor and appreciate the wealth
of experience he brings to the team and this role. His knowledge, experience, and guidance will
support Ms. Sharma in her new role as Gamelancer Media's Chief Financial Officer."

"It has been a real pleasure working with Jon Dwyer, Mike Cotton and the entire team here at
Gamelancer. From taking the Company public to navigating through its various acquisitions, it has
been a professional highlight of mine. At this stage in the Company's rapid growth, it needs the time
of a full-time CFO and I'm pleased to hand over the reins to Ms. Sharma. I'm excited to continue to
provide guidance and support to the team in an advisory role as Gamelancer continues with the next
chapters in its rapid growth."- Steve Brooks Audit Advisor, Gamelancer Media.

About Gamelancer

Acquired by Wondr Gaming, Gamelancer Media Corp. is a media & entertainment company
producing short-form video content for brands, with broadcast on its owned and operated TikTok,
Instagram and Snapchat channels. Gamelancer works with companies such as Samsung, Belkin,
RBC, Celsius, and several other notable brands. The company produces and distributes content
across its 27 owned-and-operated channels to over 36 million followers & subscribers, generating
over 1.8 billion monthly video views. A majority of the Gamelancer's audience are located in the
USA, Canada, the UK, and Australia.

With advanced user data analytics, Gamelancer provides its audience with content relevant to the
GenZ & Millennial respective communities. Gamelancer owns the largest gaming media inventory on
TikTok. Gamelancer also monetizes across its Snapchat Discover channels in partnership with
Snapchat.

Gamelancer is 53% insider owned.

Visit us at Gamelancer.com  to join our email subscribers list and  receive press releases and
newsletters directly to your inbox.

Neither the Canadian Securities Exchange nor its Market Regulator (as that term is defined
in the policies of the Canadian Securities Exchange) accepts responsibility for the adequacy
or accuracy of this release.

Forward Looking Information

This news release contains forward–looking statements and forward–looking information within the
meaning of applicable securities laws. These statements relate to future events or future
performance. All statements other than statements of historical fact may be forward–looking
statements or information. The forward–looking statements and information are based on certain
key expectations and assumptions made by management of the Company. Although management
of the Company believes that the expectations and assumptions on which such forward-looking
statements and information are based are reasonable, undue reliance should not be placed on the
forward–looking statements and information since no assurance can be given that they will prove
to be correct.

Forward-looking statements and information are provided for the purpose of providing information
about the current expectations and plans of management of the Company relating to the future.
Readers are cautioned that reliance on such statements and information may not be appropriate
for other purposes, such as making investment decisions. Since forward–looking statements and
information address future events and conditions, by their very nature they involve inherent risks

https://gamelancer.com/


and uncertainties. Actual results could differ materially from those currently anticipated due to a
number of factors and risks. Accordingly, readers should not place undue reliance on the
forward–looking statements and information contained in this news release. Readers are cautioned
that the foregoing list of factors is not exhaustive. The forward–looking statements and information
contained in this news release are made as of the date hereof and no undertaking is given to
update publicly or revise any forward–looking statements or information, whether as a result of
new information, future events or otherwise, unless so required by applicable securities laws. The
forward-looking statements or information contained in this news release are expressly qualified by
this cautionary statement.
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For further information: Jon Dwyer, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Tel: (416) 627-8868,
Email: ir@gamelancer.com, IR Email: info@gamelancer.com

CO: Gamelancer Media Corp.
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